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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENTS

1. Read the questions carefully and write the answers in the answer

sheets.

2. Wherever necessary, the diagram drawn should be neat and properly

labelled.

3. This questions paper comprises of 8 questions out of which student

need to attempt any 4 questions.

4. All questions carly equal marks.

5. The time allotted will be 3 hours for examinations including time of
downloading of question paper to emailing of answer books to the

concerned Dean/IC.
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ESSAY TYPE QUESTIONS

l. (i) let A - t1,,2,3,4j ,8 : tL,5,9,LL,L5,16j ;

f : t(1,5), (2,9),(3,1), (4,5),(2,It)j

Also justify your answer.

(ii) Consider f , R+Rgiven byf(x)=4x*3.Show that f is
invertible and also find its inverse.

2. (i) Evaluate lim

^ otan-lx
(ii) Integrate J i

t2 0 1r
3. (i)tf a- lz 1. sl.pina4z-sA+6t.

[r -1. o]

(ii) A bag contains l0 red ,20 blue and 30 green balls. 5 balls are
drawn at random from the bag, what is then probability that (a) all
will be blue (b)at least one will be green.

4. (i) Show that the vectors 2t - j + rt,t - 3j - Sft and,3, - 4j - 4f(
form the vertices of right angle triangle.

(ii) Find a vector in the direction of vector 5t - i + Zi<,which has
magnitude 8 units.

5. Find the (a) coordinate of foci (b) veftices (c) length of major axis
and minor axis (d) eccentricity and (e) length of latus rectum for the
ellipse x2 + L6y' - L6.

Check(a) f is arelationfromAto B (b) f is afunction fromA to B.
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6. check the tunction f defined bv f @): [i, 'i:r= ,tt, continuous

atx-0,x:1,andx-2.

7' rcff : x * ty,thenfind the value ofx*y'x-y'

8 civen s [] I): l:, :*).1,1 * . 
trnlnnd the varue or

x,y,Z and w.

**{<**END OF PAPER**'!**
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